
SOME OF THE MISSING LISTS 

It would be an under statement to say, that with the release of WRG's De Bellis Renationis 
Wargames Rules there has been a resurgence of interest in the period 1494 to 1700.  The 
discussion of armies and their composition have been further stimulated by the growth of 
dedicated Internet sites supporting DBR and DBM.  So starting with the extant 3 books of 
DBR lists and a map of the world a search was commenced to identify what regions may 
have been missed.  A second search by time through military encyclopedias, such as Depuy 
and Depuy was made to place existing armies into a framework.  The results of the searches 
and the discussion over the Internet has focussed mainly on armies outside of Europe and 
some of the lesser armies and rebellious forces within. 

Another interesting group of lists that could be potentially covered by DBR are the 'Gothic' 
Lists.  There seems to be a considerable body of opinion among some pike and shot gamers 
that the later part of the 15

th
 Century might be better represented by DBR rather than DBM.  

Without entering into this debate, I have only listed below the results of my searches.  The 
final part of this article includes x lists. 

EUROPE GENERAL 

Northern Europe.  While the majority of states are adequately covered by existing lists there 
were two notable omissions. The Ordenstaat ( Teutonic and Livonian Knights ) and the 
Ditmarschen both conducted active military operations in the first half of the 16

th
 Century and 

draft lists are enclosed for discussion in the later part of this article.  

The Peasants Are Revolting. As noted above the extant books of lists do include the 
majority of European state's forces; however, they unfortunately do not include a list for 
revolting peasants.  A generic 16

th
 and 17

th
 Century Peasant Revolt list(s) could be used to 

cover the Comunero revolt 1521, the German Peasant Revolt 1524-6, the Bauer revolt in 
Germany 1540s, the Austrian peasants revolt 1600s the Sans Coulotes Revolt in France 
1644 and English Protester 1644-5

1
. 

Italy and Switzerland. Florence after the republic, that is the Grand Duchy of Tuscany under 
the Medici and Sienna before their lost of independence before being conquered by the Duke 
of Tuscany 1555. Also Savoy was involved against France and in particular several 
expeditions 1590s.  This Savoy list could run from 1559 to 1648, that is from when Savoy was 
able to break free from French occupation, with the exiled Duke being installed by the 
Spanish and built up a new state run on more modern lines.  By 1618 Savoy was able to send 
troops to aid the Bohemian revolt.  Similarly, a later Swiss list could be used to cover the 
Grisons in the fights for Valtellina and their contribution to other conflicts. 

The Balkans.  While the majority of states are covered with extant lists there are a few 
problems with them, that either leave those lists open for review or additional lists.  In 
particular an inexplicable cut off of List 20 Book 1 'The Wallachian or Moldavian 1494-
1648AD, Transylvanian 1553-1629' has nothing for these states for the last 50 or so years of 
the period.   

Spain.  Aragonese revolt in 1591 and Catalonian Rebel 1640s.  Later included a few stand up 
battles between Spanish regulars and rebels,  who were supported  sometimes by the 
French.  The later revolt had 2 important effects, first as it distracted the Spanish from 
Portugal allowing Portugal to pursue its own independence and second it caused the fall of 
the Count-Duke Olivares.  

England.  The availability of material in the WRG's and my native language has already 
resulted in the inclusion of a number of less well known lists, particularly from the 
commencement of the English Civil War.  While there is some opinion that this era may be 
too well served it should be noted that there are other small armies in English history that 
there are no lists for.  These include: 

• Perkin Warbek's (or was it Lambert Simnel?) army  with its 2000 or so Flemish and 
Burgundian mercenaries at the Battle of Stoke 1497 in rebellion against Henry VII; 

• Kett's Rebels and Western prayer book rebellion, 1549; 
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• Revolt by the Earl of Somerset 1550, an opportune revolt over declining power of the 
nobles, and the Northern Earl's rebellion 1560s, the most serious revolt against Elizabeth; 
and 

• Early Stuart English expeditions to Ile de Rhe & Cadiz, 1620's. 

THE AMERICAS   

Indians. There are lists needed to cover the Araucanians of Chile (a proposed list is enclosed 
towards the end of this article), those tribes of the Chaco, Patagonia and Pampas  
(particularly the Querandí Tribe ).  The later were fully horse mounted and executed the first 
Amerindian cavarly charge on the Spanish at what is now Buenos Aries in 1580. In addition 
the Guarani peoples in the Paraquay River basin and southwestern Brazil  also need a list of 
their own.  While the Guarani were like most of the indians from the Chaco to the Brazilian 
coast and nearly identical to the Tupi in  language and culture the Jesuit Guarani protectorate 
would require substantial modifications to the extant Tupi or Tapuya list.  By contrast to the 
Tupi, the Guarani were settled agriculturists and a little less warlike than their wilder brethren 
in the Chaco, and forest regions to the east and north.  Never the less they were tough 
fighters, so much so that one adventurer attacked the Inca Empire with them in the 1520's.  
They seemed to have become somewhat ineffective in the early Reductiones period. Spain 
forbade them aid or firearms until 1639, long after most of their eastern setllements had been 
sacked by the Paulista slave raiders.  However they soon became crack troops, trained by 
Jesuits who had been former soldiers themselves, and drove off the raiders.  This 
protectorate lasted until 1767. 

Europeans. In addition to amerindian lists there are several European expeditions or 
attempts at colonization which may be worth examining.  These could include the 
unsuccessful European expeditions of: 

• Scots in Central America (Darien), 

• Spanish in Florida 1565,  

• French in Florida 1565, and  

• French in Brazil. 

Similarly the slave raiding armies of the Paulista are probably worthy of consideration for 
development of a list. 

AFRICA 

Island of the Moon.  The locals, the pirates (Note: this list appeared some time back in 
Arquebusier) 

ASIA 

Persia.  The exisiting Persian list , List 19 Book 1, ends in 1639 leaving the remaining 61 
years a blank. During that time there was: 

• 1648-53 War with the Moguls.  Shah Abbas II recaptured Khandahar and and beat off  
three  

• attempts in 1650, 1652 and 1653 by Prince Auranzeb to retake it.  

• 1659 Revolt in Georgia (a Persian vassal) by Tamurath Khan 

• 1664 Cossacks instigated by Czar Alexis, raid into Mazandaran, Persia from the Caspian 
Sea. 

• After the death of Shah Abbas II in 1667 the Uz beks raided into Khorasan and the Dutch 
seized the  port ot Kishm.   

Borneo and Philippines.  The Dyaks and local of the Borneo have always enjoyed
2
 a 

reputation for praying on passing shipping.  Similarly initial encounters between western 
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 Even in the days of Admiral Xing Chi in the 15

th
 Century the Natives of this region seemed 

to make a good living from attacking passing merchant ships. 



explorers and the inhabitants of the Philippines were not peaceful.  There is no list to cover 
these peoples. 

Japan. The existing list do address the vast bulk of Japan the only exception being the 
Christian Samurai and the Shimbara revolt of 1630s. It is believed that most of the 
participants were mainly peasants with a few Samurai. 

Taiwan.  The natives, the Ming Refugees and the great pirate Admiral Koxinga. 

Pacific. Moari and islander societies in sufficient numbers to challenge organised incursions, 
such as the Dutch attempted invasion of South Amercia who through disease buried most of 
its members on Easter Island. 

CONCLUSION 

As stated above, attached are several lists have been drawn together from several sources 
and authors, some are more obscure than others.  While they are not officially approved by 
WRG, in that they do not appear in any of the existing books of DBR lists, it is recommended 
that they may be used as a guideline for discussion or further research.  I am interested in 
any discussion or comments on these lists as well as any other of the 'missing lists'.  These 
can be forwarded to me via the Internet to me, Ian Gray (gray_dog@bigpond.com).  Finally I 
would like to acknowledge the prophetic words of Phil Barker at the end of Book 3, 'My thanks 
also in advance to the unknown experts on obscure armies, who I trust will rush to correct 
me.'  In developing the main part of this article my calibrators; George Smithson and David 
Heading have come up with over 34 lists that could be written. 

Ian Gray 

1. ODENSTAAT 1494 AD - 1562 AD (George Smithson) 
Cold. Ag 0. WW, Rv, H(G), Wd, RGo, M, BUA 
C-in-C - Ln (S) @ 35 AP 1 
Sub General - Ln (S) @ 35 AP 1-2 
Ritterbruder, Dienende Bruder, Mitbruder - Ln (S) @ 15 AP 5-9 
German Crusader or vassal knights -  1/2 Ln(0) @ 12 AP 1-3 
     1/2 Ln(I) @ 10 AP  1-3 
Knechte - LH(F) @ 4 AP 2-4 
Upgrade Knechte to mercenary mounted crossbowmen - LH(S) @ 7AP 0-1/2 
Prussian or Livonian cavalry - Si(O) @ 8 AP 2-4 
Livonian horse archers - LH(F) @ 4 AP 4-8 
Dienende Bruder spearmen - Pk(F) @ 4 AP 0-4 
Dienende Bruder crossbowmen - Bw(O) @ 5 AP 4-8 
Feudal Crossbowmen -Bw(O) @ 5 AP 0-4 
Replace crossbowmen with arquebusiers - Sk(O) @ 3AP or Sh(I) @ 4AP 0 or All 
Colonists and Burghers - Pk(I) @ 3 AP 0-6 
Arquebusiers - Sh(I) @ 4AP or Sk(O) @ 3AP 0-4 
Prussian or Livonian subject foot - Hd(O) @ 1 AP 0-10 
Heavy guns - Art (S) @ 25 AP 0-1 
Cogs or Naos - Shp(S) @ 6 AP [ Bw(O) ] 0-2 
Launches - Bts(O) @ 2 AP 0-3 
German city allies - List: German Minor States Bk1  
  
Teutonic Order Only  
Downgrade Ritterbruder, Dienende Bruder - Kn(O) @ 12AP 1/2 to All 
Replace Vassal Knights with Polish Knights - Kn(O) @ 12AP 0-1/2 
Downgrade Prussian cavalry to Polish noble levies - Si(I) @ 5AP 0-2 
Turkopolen - LH(O) @ 5 AP 3-8 
  
Livonian Order Only  
Livonian horse archers - LH(F) 4-12 
Upgrade Knechte to mtd arquebusiers - LH(I) @ 4 AP All 
Replace Dienende Bruder, Colonist and Burgher foot to landsknechts  
   - up to 2/3 Pk(O) @ 4 AP  
   - remainder Sk(O) @ 3 AP or Sh(I) @ 4 AP All 
  



1499 to 1502  
Lithuanian allies - List: Jagiellonian Polish and Lithuanian Bk2  
  
After 1518  
Upgrade Knechte to mtd arquebusiers - LH(I) @ 4 AP All 
  
After 1523 Livonian Order  
Downgrade Ritterbruder, Dienende Bruder - Kn(O) @ 12AP 1/2 to All* 
  
After 1544  
Replace German or vassal knights with reitiers with boarspear  
   - Pi(O) @ 10 AP All 
  
After 1555  
Downgrade reiters without boarspear to - Pi(I) @ 8 AP All 
Upgrade arquebusiers to musketeers - Sh(O) @ 6 AP 0-1/2 
Field guns - Art (O) @ 20 AP 0-2 
  
 
This list covers the Teutonic Knights till their grand master secularized Prussia as a Duchy of 
Poland (1523), and then the Livonian Knights until the invasion of Ivan the Terrible of Russia 
drove them to seek the protection of Sweden, Denmark, Luthuania and Poland.  After 1466 
half of the members of the Teutonic Order were Polish knights and the Teutonic Order 
recognized Poland as its overlord.  The Order had also been reduced in wealth and lost 
control of many of the cities to the Polish King, thus local city troops are considered allies. 

The still independant Livonian Order was still a formidable force.  In 1501, its Landmeister 
Walter Von Plettenberg, as ally of Luthuania, defeated a 40,000 Russians with 4000 cavalry 
and 8000 foot and artillery on the Seritsa River.  He repulsed a Russian invasion with 5000 
men the next year.  However he could not defeat Lutheranism which became the religion of 
the people in the lands of the Orders.  In 1525 Prussia secularized and the Livonian order 
began to decline. 

The numbers and discipline of the Knights within the Orders declined as time went on dispite 
attempts at reform.   *After 1525 Livonian Order would be hard put to meet their minimums for 
their Ritterbruder, Dienende Bruder and keep up their quality.   German vassal and 
Mercenary knights Ln(I) must give rear support to German vassal and Mercenary knights 
Ln(O) and are mounted on a double element.  Urban areas settled overwhelmingly with 
Germans and involved in major trade with Central and Western Europe, the military system 
followed the military developments in those places, particularly Livonia, which was still 
independent. 

In 1557 Ivan the Terrible invaded the territory of the Livonian Order, overrunning half of it.  By 
1561 threatened by the Russians and Danes, Reval and the nearby parts of Estonia, and 
Livonia then sought the protection of Sweden.  Intervention by Poland who desired Curland 
and Livoina and and by Denmark who owned a claim to parts of Curland and Estonia, 
precipitated a four way war with shifting alliances between these rivals.   Livonia eventually 
became part of Poland and Curland was salvaged by the last Landmeister of the Order as a 
secular Polish dutchy in 1561.  Sweden eventually obtained Estonia. 

 2. ISLAND OF THE MOON (Ian Gray) 

Coastal States, Tropical, Ag 2, WW, H(S), H(G), Wd, O, E, RGo, BUA. Max 400N 
Highland States, Dry, Ag 0, WW, H(S), H(G), Wd, O, E, RGo, BUA. 
CinC - Wb(O) @ 24AP 1 
Ally Generals - Wb(O) @ 14AP 0-2 
Warriors - up to 1/2 Wb(I) @ 3AP, rest Sk(I) @ 2AP 50-100 
Refugees, levies, slaves, women and children - Hd(O) @ 1AP up to 1 per 4 Wb 
  
If Coastal  
Canoes, dugouts etc - upt to 1/2 Bts(O) @ 2AP rest Bts(I) @ 1AP [Wb, Sk] 0-12 
Antalaotra, Arab slavers - either all Wb(O) @ 5AP or Bd(F) @ 5AP 0-6 
Arab slave ships - Shp(I) @ 2AP [Wb or Bd] 1 per Arab slaver 



  
If Coastal before 1507  
Antalaotra sub general - Bd(F) @ 25AP 1 
Antalaotra - either all Wb(O) @ 5AP or Bd(F) @ 5AP 2-6 
  
If Coastal 1500-1600  
Zanj Allies - Bk 3  
  
If Coastal 1600-1660  
English Trader Ally General - Sh(O) @ 16AP or Sk(S) @ 15AP 0-1 
English Traders - Sk(S) @ 5AP 0-3 
 Upgrade English Traders to Sh(O) @ 6AP 0-1 
Trading Ships - Shp(F) @ 5AP 1 per Sh(O) 
Ship’s barges and boats - Bts(O) @ 2AP 1 per Sk(S) 
  
If Betsimisaka after 1690  
Up grade warriors with firearms to Wb(O) @ 4AP All 
Libertalia Allies - Bk 1 List 42 Buccaneer  
  
If Highland  
Stockade - FO @ 2AP 0-12 
Stampeding herd of Zebu with herdsmen driving them - Wb(S) @ 5AP 0 or 2* 
  
If Highland 1642-1674 0-6 
French Traders - Sk(S) @ 5AP   
  
If Highland 1648-1655  
Upgrade French Traders to Governor Flacourt - Sh(F) @ 16AP 0-1 
  
If Merina after 1650  
Up grade ally generals to sub generals @ 24AP 1-2 
  
If Arindrano after 1660 of other Highland after 1680  
Up grade warrior with firarms to Wb(O) @ 4AP up to 1/2 Wb(I) 
Up grade skirmish warriors to Sk(S) @ 5AP up to 1/4 Sk(I) 
  
 
Known as the Island of the Moon until European discovery, it was inhabited by a mixture of 
Indonesian/Polynesian and African peoples who developed their own unique culture and 
warfare. This list covers from the first contact by the Europeans with the coastal dwellers until 
the end of the period. Malagasy warfare was based on the slave trade and cattle stealing, 
initially with the Zanj city-states but later with the Europeans.  Their warfare changed in tempo 
and scale as demand for slaves increased.  English traders and pirates of the mid-17th 
Century describe the ‘primitively’ natives incessantly at war with one another. The later 
firearm-slave trade saw the rapid introduction of firearms, immigration away from the coasts 
and introduction of defensive measures, in particular the erection of stockades around Merina 
Villages to defeat slavers.  However, with these firearms the resourceful Malagasy managed 
to expel the Europeans at Fort Dauphine (1674) and eventually over run the Republic of 
Libertalia (thought to be located on the Diego Suarez Bay). 
 
The coastal states include Betsimisaraka, Sakalava Kingdoms, Tandroy, Mahafaly, 
Tankarana, Tambahoaka, Taimoro, Zafisoro, Taisaka and Tanosy while the highland states 
include the Bara, Arindrano, Lalangina, Isandra, Manandriana (Besileo precursor peoples), 
Sihanaka, Bezanozano and the embryonic Merina Empire. The Antalaotra were the Arab 
settlements on the north-west coast destroyed by the Portuguese in 1506-1508, and 
Antalaotra sub general's command can include any except horde elements and must include 
all Arab or Antalaotra elements. The inclusion of Zanj allies for the coastal states reflects the 
established slave trade at the start of the period until its supersession by Europeans in about 
1600. Although their is no direct reference to the regular use of herds of cattle in battle, it is 
believed that one was used a one at least occasion to clear a passage from a surrounded 



village. * The stampeding herd of Zebu must be double based and it is suggested that 1-2 
herdsmen are included on the second base driving the long horned Brahma cattle forward. 
Libertalia allies may include up to one naval element for each land element. 
 
3. USKOKS 1532-1617 (Dave Watson) 
Warm. Ag.1 WW, Rv, H(S), H(G), O, RGo, Wd, BUA Max N300 
CinC - Ln(F) @ 31 AP or Bd(S) @ 29 AP if embarked 1 
Horse - LH(S) @ 5 AP 0-1 
Casalini - Bd(F) @ 5 AP 0-1 
Stipendiati - Sh(I) @ 4 AP 0-2 
Venturini - Wb(O) @ 4 AP 5-15 
Sharpshooters - Sk(S) @ 4 AP 1-4 
Townsmen - Hd(S) @ 2 AP 5-25 
Heavy Guns - Art(S) @ 25 AP 0-1 
Light Guns - Art(I) @ 5 AP 0-2 
Grande Bracere - Bt(S) @ 3 AP [Bd,Wb,Sk(S),Art(I)] 2-5 
Bracere - Bt(O) @ 2 AP [Wb] 4-10 
Small petaches, pinks, tartanes and feluccas  
   - Shp(I) @ 3 AP [Bd,Wb,Sk(S),Art(I)] 

 
0-6 

Allies:  
 Austrian - List: Austrian Imperial  
 Venice - List: Venetian Colonial   
 Other Uskok - List: Uskok  
  
After 1580  
Regrade townsmen to include wider introduction of firearms   
   - Hd(F) @ 1 AP 1/2 to All 
After 1615  
Spanish Allies  
 Allied General - Bd(S) @ 29 AP 1 
 Tercio Foot  
   - ½ Bd(F) or Sh(I) @ 4 AP rest Sh(O) @ 6AP 2-8 
 Gallease - Gal(S) @ 5 AP [Bd or Sh] 1 
 Galleys - Gal(O) @ 4AP [Bd or Sh] 1 per Tercio Foot 
 Transports - Sh(I) @ 3 AP [Bd, Sh, Bg] 0-4 
 
This list covers the Uskoks as the defenders of Klis in 1532 until their expulsion inland to 
Otocac at the conclusion of the Uskok War in 1617. From around 1537 they were based at 
the Dalmatian port of Senj. The Uskoks were mainly Slavs driven north by the Ottomans. 
However, as their colourful reputation grew they attracted recruits from far and wide including 
several English. Until 1566 their main opponent would be the Ottoman Turks on sea and land. 
After 1566 they attacked any shipping and ports all the along the Dalmatian coast, particularly 
the Venetians whom they accused of betraying the Christian cause. This led to a savage 
conflict and the Venetian cry "May god preserve us from the hands of the Senj". Senj was in 
the Hapsburg domains and both the Ottomans and later Venice frequently protested. The 
Austrians whilst sometimes remonstrating with the Uskok 'Captain', in practice found their 
harassment of Venice and the Turks useful. The end came as a result of the Uskok War 
1615-17 between Venice and Austria therefore Austrian allies can not be used against Venice 
except 1615-17.  The Austrians agreed to garrison Senj and forcibly transfer the remaining 
Uskoks to Otocac in the military frontier. Venetian were allies of the Uskoks in 1537-41 and 
1570-74.  Uskok allies represent other Dalmatian towns and may be used with up to one 
other allied contingent. The allied Uskoks need not include any townsmen if the contingent is 
provided with sufficient naval elements to fully embark it. The Spanish represent Ribera's 
Adriatic squadron. Only Spaniards can serve in this command and the minima only apply if 
they are used. 
 
4. DITMARSCHEN 1494AD - 1559AD (Ian Gray) 

Cold.  Ag 0. WW, Rv, H(G), RGo, M, E, Rd, BUA 

C-in-C - Bd(F) @ 25AP 1 



Sub-general - Bd(F) @ 25AP 1-2 
Warriors - Bd(F)  @ 5AP  20-40 
Crossbowmen - Bw(O) @ 5AP or  Sk(I) @ 2AP  0-10 
Youths with javelins - Sk(I) @ 2AP 10-20 
Farmers, women and children - Hd(F) @ 1AP 5-10 
Up grade Hd(O) to Pontooneers @ 5AP 0-2 
Artillery - Art(I) @ 5AP 2-4 
Fieldworks - fortification @ 4AP 7-20 
Canal craft, barges and boats - Bts(O) @ 2AP [Any] 0-8 
Hanseatic trading ships - Shp(O) @ 5AP [Bd, Bw, Sh] 0-2 
Ships and boat crews - Bd(O) @ 7AP, Bw(O) @ 5AP or Sh(I) @ 4AP *0-4 
Hamburg Allies - List German Minor States (Book 1)  
  
After 1500  
Upgrade Bd(F) with captured armour to Bd(O) @ 27 or 7 AP Any 
Captured guns - Art(O) @ 20AP or Art(I) @ 5AP 0-5 
Replace youths with javelins with skirmishing arquebusiers - Sk(O) @ 3AP 0-5 
  
This list covers the Ditmarschen Republic from the beginning of the period until its eventual 
demise and incorporation into the crown lands of Denmark.  In 1500 the Ditmarschen scored 
a major military upset by completely defeating a much superior Danish allied army (6,000 
Ditmarschen farmers to 14,000 Landsknechts and Knights).  The Ditmarschen were on this 
occasion considerably aided by their geography and the weather. The effectiveness of the 
Ditmarschen foot to destroy the Landsknecht pike (notably the Saxon Garde under Junker 
Slenitz) and move in what was obviously difficult going would lead to classify most of their foot 
as Bd(F).  Some did cast javelins so have been classified as Sk(I) and a portion also 
undertook some basic engineering works, such as the erection of the field works, the opening 
of the sluices and constructing crossings over the water filled fields, drains and ditches.  The 
later have been classified as Hd(F) with a portion that can be upgraded to Pontooneers. The 
inclusion of Hamburg Allies represents aid by the Hanseatic League which seemed 
continually at war with Denmark and who were in 1500 the Danes next target.  The upgrading 
of foot and inclusion of of additional artillery represents the Ditmarschen making use of their 
booty captured during the failed Danish invasion. The Ditmarschen Republic did not find itself 
directly involved in regional struggles for some 58 years so the later options and upgrades are 
speculative and represent the filtering through of experience and weapons from the Counts 
Wars. Finally, It was only in 1559 during Fredrik II's reign that the elderly John Rantzau 
commanding an army of veterans from the Hapsburg Valios and Schmalkaldic Wars, that the 
Ditmarschen were finally defeated. 

 
5. ARAUCANIANS 1494AD - 1700AD (George Smithson)  Max Cx1 in 1550 

Cold.  Ag 0.  

Mapuche of the central valley: WW, Rv, H(S), E,  RGo, BUA 
Southern tribes: WW, Rv, H(S), Wd , RGo, BUA 
C-in-C - Wb(S) @ 25AP 1 
Sub-general - Wb(S) @ 25AP 0-2 
Warriors with Spear or Club - Wb(S) @ 20-60 
Downgrade warriors to enthusiastic levies and recruits - Hd(S) @ 2AP 0-30 
Bowmen - Bw(O) or Sk(I) 20-60 
Slings - Sk(I) 0-10 
  
After 1553  
Upgrade either C-in-C or Sub-general to LH(F) 0-1 
Upgrade bowmen with firearms to Sk(O) 0-2 
  
After 1561  
Upgrade warriors with horse to LH(F) 0-4 
Upgrade bowmen with firearms to Sk(O) 0-5 
  
After 1600  



Upgrade either C-in-C or Sub-general to LH(F) All 
Upgrade bowmen with firearms to Sk(O) 0-10 
 
This list covers the Aruacan Indians from the beginning of the period until its end. The 
Auracan or Mapuche in the Central Valley region around Santiago and Valpariso irrigated 
their crops those to the south, the tribe to the south were woodland dwellers and so wooded 
terrain is mandatory. Mapuche did not become completely horse warriors until the 18th 
century when many crossed the Andes and moved out onto the Pampas. Wb are adjudged 
(S) and the Bw(O) because of their known ferocity in comparison to the to the Inca and the 
Spanish, especially the later's  horsemen. They had a large population and could field large 
armies estimated at 40,000 in one campaign. The option to include Hd(S), represents a 
general call to arms.  Such levies lacked the cohesion of the warriors but could be used to 
bulk the army out. Aruacanians also took to using European weaponry fairly quickly after the 
appearance of the Spanish. Attempts at colonization began when Diego de Almagro, a 
partner of conqueror Francisco Pizarro, headed south from Peru in 1535 only to return to 
Peru in 1537 being principally deterred by the pugnacity of the native population. Pedro de 
Valdivia began the second more successful Spanish expedition from Peru to Chile in 1540. In 
December 1553, an Araucanian army of warriors, organized by the legendary Mapuche chief 
Lautaro (Valdivia's former servant), assaulted and  destroyed the fort of Tucapel. 
Accompanied by only fifty soldiers, Valdivia rushed to the aid of the fort, but all his men 
perished at the hands of the Mapuche in the Battle of Tucapel.  Valdivia himself fled but was 
later tracked down, tortured, and killed by Lautaro. Although Lautaro was killed by Spaniards 
in the Battle of Mataquito in 1557, his chief, Caupolicán, continued the fight until his capture 
by treachery and his subsequent execution by the Spaniards in 1558. The uprising of 1553-58 
became the most famous instance of Araucanian resistance. Throughout the colonial period, 
the Spaniards engaged in frontier combat with the Araucanians, who controlled the territory 
south of the Río Bío-Bío (about 500 kilometers south of Santiago). During many of those 
years, the entire southern region was impenetrable by Europeans. However, the Aruacanians 
did stop fighting the Spanish long enough to help them repel a Dutch attack on Chile. So the 
Spanish Colonial list could have Araucanian allies in 1643.   
 
6. PUEBLO CULTURES 1541-1700AD 
Dry Ag2.  H(S), RGo, BUA, Rv     Max N500 
 
 C-in-C-Sk(l) @ 22AP 1 
 Sub-General-Sk(l) @ 22AP 0-2 
 Ally-general-Sk(l) @ 12AP 0-2 
 Warriors-Sk(l) @ 2AP 15-150 
 Other Tdbespeople to defend BUA-Hd(F) @ 1 AP 0-20 
 Barricados and defences 0-1 per Hd(F)  
 Sierra Apache allies: List Apache and Navaho 
 
 Only after 1606AD 
 Upgrade Generals to LH(O) @ 25AP or 15AP Any 
 
 Only after 1692AD 
 Upgrade Sk(l) to LH(O) @ 5APor 25 or 15AP if generals 0-1/3 
  
 Upgrade warriors with firearms- Sk(l) to Sk(O) @ 3AP or  
 23 or 13AP if generals, or LH(O) to LH(I) @ 4AP or 24AP 
 or l4AP if generals 0-6 
 
This list represents Pueblo Cultures from Coronado's expedition, through Onate's invasion 
and ending with the Great Southwestern Revolt.  Tribes represented 'Include the Hopi, Zuni, 
Keres, Piros, Tompiros, Jemez, Picuris and Taos.  Throughout the revolts the tribes could 
sometimes display solid common purpose, but were prone to deserting the cause one at a 
time and at critical times.  The horse was permeating northward from Mexico throughout the 
period, both as strays and as desirable objects of trade and raids.  Even the Spaniards traded 
or gifted horses with the tribes, which probably indicates that the tribes had small herds as 
early as the 1580s.  Horses were not automatically used in warfare, tribesmen often riding to 



fight or raid dismounted even to the end of the period.  The 1/3 upgrade to LH refers to a Hopi 
army encountered in the field in 1692AD which had this proportion of mounted warriors. 
 
If any elements in a command are upgraded to LH the general element of that command must 
be.  If any elements in a command are upgraded with firearms the general element of that 
command must be. 
 
7. ATHAPASCAN 1600-1700AD 
Apache and Navaho Dry Ag4, others Ag2                      N300 
 Sierra Indians H(S), Wd, RGo, Rv 
 Plains Indians H(G), RGo, Rv               
 
 C-in-C-Sk(I) @ 22AP 1 
 Sub-General-Sk(I) @ 22AP 0-1 
 Ally-general-Sk(I) @ 12AP 0-3 
 Warriors-Sk(I) @ 2AP 15-130 
 
 Only after 1606AD 
 Upgrade generals to LH(O) @ 25 or 15AP if generals ny 
 
 Only after 1670AD 
 Upgrade Sierra Indians to LH(O) @ 5AP, 
 or 25 or 15AP if generals O-All 
 
 Only after 1680AD 
 Upgrade Plains Indians to LH(O) @ 5AP, or 25 or 15AP 
 if generals O-All 
 
 
 Only after 1687AD 
 Regrade general to LH(I) @ 4AP Any 
 
 
This list represents Apache, Navaho, Sumas, Mansos, Pimas, Janos and Jocome >Indians 
amongst many others who lived north of the Pueblo Cultures in the hills and even more 
northerly on the plains.  The Spaniards fought the sierra tribes often during the Revolts and 
these Indians often allied themselves with the Pueblos. 1670AD marked the first entirely 
mounted action by sierra Apaches.  In 1680AD the Pawnee reported the savage mounted 
Apaches of the >plains to French settlers further west.  The Apaches began to become the 
>terror of surrounding tribes both in the hills and on the plains. Nomenclature of tribes is 
confusing beyond belief with the Spanish naming sub tribes after leaders, localities and the 
names other tribes had for >them.  The important divisions to note in the list are plains, sierra 
and Apache, there being Apache tribes both in the hills and on the plains. >Firearms and 
horses were gifted to some tribal leaders during the great revolt.  In 1687AD the Spaniards 
noted an Indian report that a tribe on the Texas river were being aided and led against 
neighbouring tribes by a >helmeted Moor with horse and arquebus, this figure should add a 
little variety to an army. 
 
8. AHOM 1612AD - 1700AD (David Heading) 

Warm.  Ag 2. WW, Rv, Wd, Rd, BUA 

C-in-C - El(I) @ 40AP or Si(I) @ 25AP 1 
Sub-general - El(I) @ 40AP or Si(I) @ 25AP 1-2 
Arquebusiers - Sh(I) @4AP or Sk(O) @ 3 AP 8-16 
Upgrade Arquebusiers to Matchlockmen at 6AP 0-1/2 
Bowmen - Bw(I) @ 3AP 2 per Sh 
Artillery - Art (I) @ 5AP 0-1 
Grenade throwers/incendiary  - Sk(X) @ 8AP 0-1 
Levies, pioneers - Hd(O) @ 1AP 0-6 
Stockade, bamboo palisades - FO @ 2AP 0-24 



Traps & pits - FO @ 2A) 0-6 
River Craft - Bts(O) [Sh, Bw, Hd] 0-8 
Upgrade river craft to floating batteries - Bts(S) @ 3AP [Sh, Hd] Any 
 
The Ahom were a Shan people from Upper Burma who moved down the Brahmaputra River 
valley circa 1400, defeating, assimilating or driving off the indigenous tribes and local Hindus. 
Although they came under Hindu religious and cultural influence as they progressed towards 
Bengal, they remained unrestricted by Indian caste, ethnic of religious divisions and mobilised 
virtually the entire adult male population for military of labour service. They carried out a 
systematic program of road and irrigation works, and taxed in labour or kind rather than 
money. Theirs was river and jungle terrain very different from that to which the Moghuls, their 
later enemies, were accustomed.  
 
The Moghul Emperor Jahangir (1605-27) was in conflict with the Ahom in almost every year 
from 1612. According to the mid 17th century Moghul historian Lahori, "The chiefs travel on 
elephants or country ponies; but the army consists only of foot soldiers. The fleet is large and 
well fitted out. The soldiers use bow and arrow or matchlocks. On the march they quickly and 
dextrously fortify their encampments with mud and bamboo palisades, and surround the 
whole with a ditch." Ahom defences included bamboo stockades, traps and pits, while their 
tactics included ambushes, night attacks and assaults on outposts, as well a slightly more 
formal battles. 
 
Under Shah Jahan (1628-58) the Moghul border had been advanced to Kuch Bihar and 
Kamrup. On the Ahom side, Bali Narayan, the brother of the deposed Raja of Kamrup, held 
the fortified and militarised state of Darram as an Ahom vassal. Early in 1636, war broke out 
after the Ahom murdered a Moghul emissary. The Ahom and Bali Narayan besieged and 
captured Hajo. In 1637 the Moghuls retaliated with an amphibious force which destroyed an 
Ahom army in November at Bupetah, using a mixed force of cavalry, artillery, musketeers 
and war boats. They followed up by beating the Ahom fleet and siezing the river fort of Kajali. 
Bali Narayan was killed and Kamrup reoccupied. In 1638 the Ahom fleet and army drove the 
Moghuls back at Kajali, but a treaty was signed, the Moghuls recognising Ahom  
independence and the Ahom recognising Moghul control of Kamrup. 
 
In 1660, Aurangzeb (1660-1707) decided to regain control of the north-east. The growing 
export economy of Bengal had lead to local magnates increasing their power, and recent 
rebellions led to the area being lightly held. Jayadhwaj Sinha, the Ahom king had annexed 
Kamrup during the Moghul war of succession. Aurangzeb appointed as governor Muhammed 
Said Mir Jumla, who strengthened Moghul control in the area. In November 1661, Mir Jumla 
assembled 1200 cavalry, 30000 foot and several hundred armed vessels, including 10 
ghurahs or floating batteries, each carrying 14 guns and towed by 4 rowing boats. He quickly 
overran Kuch Bihar and entered Kathalbari unopposed. He then set out for Kamrup and took 
Gauhati, the capital of Kamrup. The Ahom fleet was crippled in a decisive battle and in March 
1662 the Moghul army marched inland to seize the Ahom capital of Garghaon. Atthis point the 
rins began and the Moghuls went into garrison at Garghaon. The Ahom cut off the outposts 
linking army and fleet. From May to October the Moghuls survived famine, disease, Ahom 
attacks and desertion. After the rains, reinforcements arrived to enable the Moghuls to 
resume the offensive. Early in 1663 the Ahom sued for peace and became Moghul vassals. 
However, in March Mir Jumla died. Aurangzeb failed to provide an adequate replacement due 
to his involvement in the Deccan and successive Ahom kings faced only a Moghul faujdars 
who were unsupported by the Empire.    
 
In 1682, the new Ahom king Gadadhar Singh (1681-96) forced back the frontier posts and 
engaged Mansur Khan, the Moghul faujdar, at an island garrison opposite Gauhati. After the 
battle of Itakhuli (September 1682) the Ahom chased the Moghuls 100 km back to the Manas 
river. This became the new border and Kamrup was permanantly lost the the Moghul Empire.  
 
References: 
Richards, J.F.. The New Cambridge History of India, Vol. 1.5. The Mughal 
Empire. Cambridge 1993. ISBN 0521251192. 
 



9. ENGLISH REBEL 1549AD (Stuart Gray) 

Western Rebellion: Cold, Ag 2. Rv, H(S), H(G), Wd, RGo, M, Rd, BUA 
Kett’s Rebellion: Cold, Ag 3. WW, Rv, H(S), H(G), Wd, E,  RGo, M, Rd, BUA 
CinC - Bd(O) @ 27AP  1 
"Capteine(s) and ringleader(s)”(Ally Gen) - Bd(I) @ 14AP  1-3 
Rebels - 1/2 Bw(O) @ 5AP, 1/2 Bd(I) @ 4AP 12-24 
  
Only if Western Rebellion  
Upgrade CinC as Humphrey Arundel - Ln(I) @ 20AP 1 
Upgrade Ally Gen as local gentry sympathisers - as above 1 
Regrade Ally gen - Bw(O) @ 15AP 0-1 
Upgrade Rebels as Cornish - 1/2 Bw(S) @ 7AP, 1/2 Bd(O) @ 7AP 1/2-3/4 
Religious Mobs/Rioters - Hd(S) @ 2AP  6-12 
Cornish slingers - Sk(I) @ 2AP 0-2 
Skirmishing Longbowmen - Sk(O) @ 3AP 2-8 
Downgrade rioters - Hd(F) @ 1AP 0-1/2 
Tin Miners - Hd(F) @ 1AP 0-1 
Light Artillery - Art (I) @ 5AP 1-4 
Entrenchment - FO @ 2AP 0-10 
  
Only if Kett’s Rebellion  
Upgrade ‘ringleader(s)’ to Sub generals All 
Mounted locals - LH(F) @ 4AP 0-1 
Skirmishing bowmen and boys – Sk(O) @ 3AP or Sk(I)@2AP 4-8 
Rebel mobs - Hd(F) @ 1AP 16-48 
Upgrade Rebel Mobs - Hd(O) @ 1AP 0-1/3 
'Great gonnys’ - Art(O) @ 20AP 0-1 
Light cannon - Art(I) @ 5AP 1-3 
Entrenchments ‘trenches and stakes’ - FO @ 2AP 0-16 
 
This list spans the rebellions of 1549 in England against the boy king Edward the VI, in the 
West over the introduction of the common prayer book and Whitsundae numbering in ‘7000 
tag and rag, and, in East Anglia over the enclosure of common land. The Western Rebels, 
though possessing far better armour, training and experience than Kett’s Rebellion, lacked 
the organisational skills shown by Robert Kett, a businessman.  The Hd(S) category for the 
religious mobs reflects the involvement by discontented former chantry priests in giving the 
moral support and justification to the rebellion, making the rebellion’s motivation, fear of 
religious change.  Artillery was commandeered from coastal batteries and local town 
defences.  The Cornish were more heavily armoured, their bows were longer, and were 
considered the more formidable than their counterparts.  Kett’s rebels’ main problems with a 
force numbering up to 15000 men were supplies which they captured from Norwich including 
two “great gonnys”. The Hd(F) category reflects the abillity of the rebels to close quickly with 
the loyalist forces in the city of Norwich of which they had intimate knowledge, the upgrade to 
(O) reflecting accounts of their staunch ‘fight to the end’, and capturing of better arms.  The 
option to regrade a general as Bw(O) in the West represents the counter attack and rearguard 
action of Robert Smyth, and his wing at Fenny Bridges. 
 
10. ENGLISH LOYALIST 1549AD 
If Lord Russel: Ag 4.  H(S), H(G), Rv, M, RGo, Wd, Rd, BUA 
If in East Anglia: Ag 2.  H(S), H(G), Rv, M, RGo, Wd, E, Rd, BUA 
CinC - Ln(F) @ 31AP   1 
Sub General - Ln(F) @ 31AP 0-1 
Levies - 1/2 Bw(O) @ 5AP, 1/2 Bd(I) @ 4AP 8-24 
  
Only if Western Loyalist(Russel)  
Paola Batista Spinola (Ally general) – Sh(I) @ 14AP 1 
Russel’s retinue - Ln(I) @ 10AP 4-6 
Grey’s English Horse - Ln(F) @ 11AP 3-4 
Jermigny’s Horse - Ln(F) @ 11AP 0-5 
Sanga’s Horse - Either: all LH(I) @ 4AP  



   or, all Pi(I) @ 8AP 0-2 
Spinola’s Hackbuteers - Sh(I) @ 4AP 1-2 
German Ensigns(Landschneckts) - 2/3 Pk(O) @ 4AP, 1/3 Sh(I) @ 4AP 6-12 
Light Artillery - Art(I) @ 5AP  0-1 
  
Only if in East Anglia (Parr’s Force)  
Malatesta(Ally general) - Ln(O) @ 32AP 1 
Italian Mercenaries - Ln(O) @ 12AP 2-4 
Italian foot - Sh(I) @ 4AP 0-2 
Spanish Mercenaries -Ln(S) @ 15AP 1-2 
English Professionals -Ln(F) @ 11AP 2-6 
Artillery - Art(I) @ 5AP 1-3 
  
Only if in East Anglia(Warwick’s army)  
German Advisor(Ally general) - Sh(I) @ 14AP 0-1 
Arquebusiers - Sh(I) @ 4AP 4-8 
Gentry, Retainers and Parr’s Troops - Ln(F) @ 11AP 5-10 
Landschneckts - 1/2 Sh(I) @ 4AP, 1/2 Pk(O) @ 4AP 0-8 
Artillery - Art(O) @ 20AP 0-2 
Light Guns - Art(I) @ 5AP 0-2 
 
The appointed Protector until Edward VI came of age, the Duke of Sommerset, faced with 
rebellion in the West and in East Anglia and the suspected unreliability of levies, turned to 
mercenaries to aid in subduing the risings. At the age of 65, Russel had never before held a 
field command.  He would not proceed without mercenaries, and overly high numbers of 
them.  Spinola seems to have been the only one with military experience leading flank 
marches and advising Russel.  The classification of Sanga’s horse as Pi(I) and LH(I) reflects 
the uncertainty of contemporaries as to their use, though they were caracolling into the flanks 
of rebels at Clyst St Mary.  Lancers may dismount at any time as Bd(O) if Ln(F) or Bd(S) if 
otherwise, as they did in Norwich and at Clyst St Mary.  Parr’s force of 1060 mostly mounted 
troops was comprehensively defeated and the survivors joined Warwick’s army.  Though only 
1060, Parr’s force was later augmented by levies and sympathisers in Norwich. 
 
12. THE PHILIPPINES 1494AD-1700AD     400 MAX 

Tropical. Coastal. Ag 3.  WW, Rv, H(G), Wd, Rgo, M, BUA. 

Inland: Ag 1. Rv, H(G), H(S), Wd, Rgo, M, BUA. 

C-in-C – Wb(O) @ 24 AP 1 

Sub-generals – Wb (O) @ 24 AP 1-2 

Warriors – Wb(O) @ 4 AP 24-90 

Archers – Bw(I) @ 3 AP 0-24 

Skirmishers – Sk(I) @ 2 AP 6-16 

Upgrade skirmishers to blowpipe men – Sk(X) @ 8 AP 2-6 

Light guns – Art(I) @ 5 AP 0-4 

Prahu – Bts(S) @ 3 AP (Wb or Bw) 0-6 

Scouting outriggers – Bts(F) @ 2 AP 0-2 

  

After 1500  

Palisades to protect barangay – F @ 2 AP 0-24 

Villagers – Hd(O) @ 1 AP 0-4 

Reclassify light guns to artillery –Art(S) @ 25 AP  up to ¼ 

  

Any except Tagalog-Pampangan or Moro,  

Reclassify sub generals as fractious subordinates (ally) – Wb(O) @ 14 AP All 



Reclassify Warriors as Wb(I) @ 3 AP Any 

  

Moro  

Cachil Sub-general – Wb(S) @ 25 AP 0-1 

Cachil volunteers – Wb(S) @ 5 AP 2-8 

Prahu – Bts(S) @ 3 AP 1 per Wb(S) 

  

Moro After 1595  

Replace bowmen with captured firearms – Sh(I) @ 4 AP Up to half 

  

Spanish Philippine from 1521  

Reclassify C-in-C as Spanish – Bd(F) @ 25 AP All 

Spanish adventurers – Bd(F) @ 5 AP 2-4 

Spanish expeditionary shot – Sh(F) @ 6 AP 1 per Bd(F) 

Siege train or landed naval artillery – Art(S) @ 25 AP 0-1 

Galleons and transports – up to ½ Shp(O) @ 5 AP rest Shp(I) @ 3 AP 
(any) 

1 per Spanish 
foot 

  

Spanish Philippine after 1574  

Reclassify C-in-C or sub-general as Ln(F) @ 32 AP  0-1 

Mercenary swordsmen – Bd (F) @ 5 AP 2-4 

Replace Warriors with Tagalog-Pampangan contingents, 1/3 – ½ Bd(F) @ 
5AP, rest  Sh(I) @ 4 AP 

20-50 

Galleys, galliots and fregates – up to ¼ Gal (O) @ 4 AP rest Bts (S) @ 3 
AP 

0-4 

  

Spanish Philippine Rebel after 1574  

Replace Warriors with either starving rebels or Chinese victims – Hd(O) @ 
1 AP 

up to ½ 

  

Spanish Philipine after 1600  

Reclassify Spanish or Tagalog-Pamapangan shot as Sh(O) @ 6AP Any 

 

The initial portion of this list has been extracted from Book 3 List 17 INDONESIAN OR 
MALAY 1494 AD – 1700 AD. The majority of conflicts prior to the arrival of the Spanish were 
either clashes between barangays or expanding Islam from the south and possibly raids by 
Chinese pirates.  Armies drawn from this list are divided into either coastal or inland.  Coastal 
armies include Spanish, Spanish Philippine Rebel, Tagalog-Pampangan Federation, Moros 
and the inhabitants of the smaller islands, Cebu, Leyte, Zebu, etc, The coastal communities 
were recorded in 1521 as well fortified with palisades and artillery. Inland tribes include the 
Cayagan, Negrito and Igrotoes. Inland tribes can not have naval elements. Only the Tagalog-
Pampangan and the Moros seem have reached sufficient population mass and demonstrated 
sufficient internal cooperation for their sub-generals not to be classified as allies. Fractious 
subordinates commands do not have to meet the restrictions imposed on allied commands. 
Cachils volunteers can only be part of the C-in-C’s command or under their own sub-general 
who may also command other Moro embarked naval elements. Captured arms and armour 
indicate that better equipped Moros wore padded armour augmented with small iron 
plates/strips.  Additionally, the Moros used both two handed and single hand swords and 
either conical shields (coming to a point/spike) or rectangular wooden shields (scalloped with 
intricate designs top and bottom). Initially Spanish shot are classified as fast representing 
application of the tactics they had learnt in the Americas. Illustrations of later operations 
clearly show Spanish forces drawn up in deep blocks with shot in front and swordsmen 



behind.  In these rules a 2 deep line with Sh(O) in front to disorder the oncoming hordes of 
warband with a second rank of blades fast to rush through to engage the disordered 
warbands seems best to represent the local tactics

i
. Tagalog and Pampangan contingents 

after 1574 even though officered and commanded by their own Datus they are considered 
integral elements of the Spanish colonial army, acquitting themselves as equals.  The option 
to upgrade a general represents the gallant and foolish action of Captain Joan Garcia de 
Sierra who pursued broken Moros at the siege of Arevalo in 1594 only to be surrounded and 
have the legs of his horse hacked off.  The Spanish Philippine Rebel list has only been 
included to provide allies or potential allies for Limahong’s invasion and Koxinga’s threatened 
invasion. A Chinese Army (Book 1 list 22) can draw an allied contingent from the Spanish 
Philippine Rebel portion of this list. 

 
                                                           
i
 See the illustration of ‘View of Mallaca – Levinus Hulsius (Frankfurt am Mayn, 1612) 
reproduced in de Morga front piece to volume II 


